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Abstract
Research about networks and agents has identied the need for a layer that provides a uniform
protocol to communicate with xed and mobile agents. In order to preserve the compatibility
with existing infrastructures, proposed solutions have involved a \home agent", which forwards
messages to a mobile entity. The mechanism of a home agent puts a burden on the infrastructure,
which may hamper the scalability of the approach, in particular, in massively distributed systems,
such as the amorphous computer or the ubiquitous=pervasive computing environment. Free from
any compatibility constraint, we have designed an algorithm to route messages to mobile agents
that does not require any xed location. The algorithm has two dierent facets: a distributed
directory service that maintains distributed information about the location of a mobile agent, and
a message router that uses the directory service to deliver messages to a mobile agent. Two
properties of the algorithm were established. Safety ensures that messages are delivered to the
agent they were aimed at, whereas liveness guarantees that messages eventually get delivered.
A mechanical proof of the properties was carried out using the proof assistant Coq. c© 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Mobile hardware, ranging from cellular phones to personal digital assistants (PDAs)
are an important trend in the consumer electronics market. We can foresee the time
when all their functionalities will be merged into a single-device communicating via a
form of Internet. Mobile computing is generally the term used to denote this area of
research. Cardelli [6] convincingly argues that mobile computation, denoting mobile
software such as mobile agents [12,15,16,25,29], share similar problems as mobile
computing. Security, resource discovery, and communication issues are identical for a
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software running on a laptop that was just connected to a foreign network or for a
mobile agent that has been allowed to penetrate a new domain.
There are numerous research topics related to mobility [5], including network com-
munications [13], mobile code security [24], active routing [10] and rewalls mod-
elling [7]. Several calculi have been devised to reason about and to study those issues,
including ambients [7], seal-calculus [30], spi-calculus [1] or join calculus [9].
In this paper, we focus on communications between mobile agents; in order to
introduce the problem we are addressing, we present an analogy with phones. Before the
advent of mobile phone, tedious procedures were required to contact mobile users. We
had to call their secretary or their pager, leave a message, and wait for their callback;
or, if we knew what their location was, we could attempt to call them there, possibly
repeating that procedure if we were told what their next destination was. Whatever
approach we adopted, it was more complex than straight dialing to a xed location.
With mobile phone technology, phone companies now provide a single protocol 1 for
communicating with xed or mobile users.
From a programming viewpoint, it is also convenient to program communications
with mobile agents similarly as with xed locations. Various transport layers have
been proposed; they belong to dierent software layers and therefore have dierent
purposes and provide dierent services. For instance, the version 6 of the IP protocol
(IPv6) supports mobile IP addresses [13]; the agent programming language APRIL [16],
the asynchronous InterAgent Communications Model (ICM) [17] and the FIPA proposal
for mobile agents [8] provide uniform addressing of mobile agents.
Using communications between xed locations, these layers route messages in
order to provide communications between mobile entities. The techniques adopted vary
substantially. In order to preserve compatibility with the IP protocol, IPv6 associates each
mobile agent with a home agent. Fixed hosts using IP, which are unaware of mobil-
ity, communicate with the home agent that tunnels messages to the mobile agent. IPv6
does not provide reliable communications, but relies on a transport layer for that matter.
APRIL and ICM introduce agent names that contain routing information, and assume the
presence of a xed home agent; their store and forward architecture provides reliable,
though not necessarily in-order, message delivery.
Even though we understand the motivation that lead to these designs, a home-base
agent is a xed resource that puts a burden on the global infrastructure, and there-
fore may prevent the scalability of the approach. Indeed, in the ubiquitous=pervasive
computing environment [2,31], let us consider mobile devices that establish a commu-
nication when their owners meet in a room: the solution requiring them to communicate
via their host agent, possibly on the other side of the planet, does not appear as the
most natural solution, because a local communication medium could be used instead. In
addition, the assumption behind an agent home base is that it can be reached from any
1 Conventions in phone numbers indicate if a number refers to a mobile or a xed station; however,
routing is not made visible to the user.
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other node in the network: such a requirement is obviously not valid in the presence
of rewalls.
In this paper, we investigate an algorithm for transporting messages between mobile
agents. Our undertaking is based on the following assumptions: (i) We set ourselves
free to design an algorithm without necessarily preserving the compatibility with an
existing infrastructure. (ii) We wish to design a distributed algorithm without any xed
or centralised control. (iii) Our design takes place at the application level, where we
wish to build a mobile agent system: therefore message delivery must be reliable. (iv)
The correctness of the algorithm has to be established so that further services using
that layer may themselves be proven correct; the long-term goal of this eort is the
design of a secure mobile agent system.
The proposed algorithm has two distinct facets: a distributed directory service that
maintains distributed information about the location of a mobile agent, and a message
router that uses the directory service to deliver messages to mobile agents. In order to
prove the correctness of the algorithm, two properties are established: the safety of the
distributed directory service ensures that it correctly tracks the mobile agent’s location;
its liveness guarantees that agent location information eventually gets propagated. Sim-
ilar safety and liveness properties are established for the message router. The proofs
of these properties have been carried out using the proof assistant Coq [4]; complete
proofs may be downloaded from [20].
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we informally present the algorithms
for the distributed directory service and the message router. (A preliminary version of
these algorithms was briey sketched [19] without any attempt of formalisation.) Then,
each algorithm is formally dened in Sections 3 and 4: in both cases, the formalisation
takes the form of an abstract machine modelling an asynchronous distributed system.
The correctness of the algorithms is established in Section 5. The algorithms are then
discussed and compared with related work in Section 6.
2. Informal presentation of the algorithm
Let us dene some terminology, before intuitively introducing the algorithm. We
assume that a nite set of sites take part to a computation; sites are uniquely identied
xed machines that may execute the code of agents. Agents are mobile and have the
ability to migrate from sites to sites. We do not address the problem of security here:
in real life, a site may run some security checks [24] before deciding to accept or
reject the visit of a mobile agent. Sites are able to exchange messages. For the time
being, we also assume that communications can take place between any pair of sites;
we will discuss the presence of rewalls in Section 6.
Each site maintains a local table containing locations where agents are thought to
be. In Fig. 1, we have two agents A and B, and three sites s1; s2; s3. Site s1 knows
that A is local and B is on s2, whereas site s2 knows that B is local and A is on s1. We
will show how each site has reached such a local knowledge. Using this information,
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Fig. 1. Routing from B to A.
Fig. 2. Message forwarding by s1.
we can route messages from B to A. If B wishes to send a message to A, it requests
its site s2 to deliver the message on its behalf. As s2 knows that the agent A is on s1,
the message may be sent from s2 to s1, which in turn can deliver the message to A,
known to be local.
Fig. 2 displays the situation where agent A has migrated to s3. Local knowledge has
been updated on s1 and s3, which are now both aware that the agent A is on s3. Again,
we will explain how these tables are modied, but we can already observe that the
knowledge of s2 is unchanged. Therefore, when s2 is requested to deliver a message
to the agent A, it still sends the message to s1, which in turn forwards it to s3; nally,
s3 is able to deliver the message to the locally present agent A.
In practice, agent migration is not atomic: some nite time is required in order to
transform the state of Fig. 1 into the state of Fig. 2. For instance, a mobile agent may
be transported in a laptop: hours or even days may pass between the disconnection and
the reconnection of the laptop. In Fig. 3, we see that the agent A has left site s1 and is
in transit. Local knowledge on s1 was updated to indicate that A was present on s1, but
its new location is still unknown. When an agent is in transit, it is disconnected from
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Fig. 3. Non-atomic agent migration.
Fig. 4. Migration acknowledgement.
a xed host, and is not able to receive any message. Therefore, in order to provide
reliable communications, messages aimed at A have to be enqueued on s1, until the
new agent’s position is known.
As an agent arrives at its destination, its previous site must be informed of its new
location. Fig. 4 shows how an ack message acknowledges the safe arrival of the agent.
When a site s1 receives an ack message related to an agent A from a site s3, it can
update its local knowledge about A and forward all accumulated messages to the new
location.
So far, we have described an algorithm by which an agent location is propagated
backwards as the agent migrates, but unsafe updating may take place when an agent
migrates to a site that it has already visited. Fig. 5 describes such a scenario: the agent
successively migrates from s1 to s3, s2, back to s1 and then to s4. For every agent
migration represented by a dashed arrow, there is an acknowledgement message in
the opposite direction (solid arrow). There is potentially a race condition between two
acknowledgement messages in transit to s1 from s3 and s4, which may result in old
information overwriting more recent information. This may lead to the following unsafe
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Fig. 5. Conicting acknowledgement messages.
Fig. 6. Timestamps.
situation: s1; s2; s3 have a local knowledge indicating that the agent is on s3; s2; s1,
respectively; consequently, any remaining message in transit between those sites will
indenitely be forwarded in a cycle, and will never reach the agent.
In order to avoid updating recent knowledge by older knowledge, we associate an
agent with a timestamp, which we call mobility counter, which is incremented every
time the agent changes location. In addition, each site maintains not only the location
where an agent is believed to be, but also the timestamp it had at that moment. Fur-
thermore, acknowledgement messages contain the mobility counter that the agent had
when it reached its new location. When a site receives an acknowledgement message,
it updates its local knowledge only if the message has a higher timestamp than its
local knowledge. Fig. 6 reconsiders the scenario of Fig. 5, but making mobility coun-
ters explicit, with t its initial value on s1. The two acknowledgement messages aimed
at s1 are respectively timestamped t + 1 and t + 4; if the message from s3 is received
after the message from s2, the table will not be updated, which avoids the creation of
a cycle.
The algorithm as presented has been proven safe; it is however inecient as it leaves
trails of forwarding pointers, which, in the worst case, make the cost of communication
proportional to the number of agent migrations. It is essential to collapse those chains
of forwarding pointers in order to reduce the distributed state: this avoids dependencies
on visited sites, and keeps the cost of communications low.
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We introduce a general mechanism by which any site may communicate its knowl-
edge to any other site, at any moment. For this purpose, we use a new message inform,
which contains an agent’s location and the timestamp it had at that location. A site that
receives an inform message is allowed to update its table if the received information
is more up-to-date than the one it had.
We do not specify when inform messages must be sent, and which site they should be
sent to. This is a policy that must be dened according to the actual distributed system
where the algorithm is used. In a small distributed system with fast communications,
broadcasting the inform message to all nodes may be a realistic solution, whereas it
does not seem feasible in the Internet. Therefore, at this level, we consider a general
solution, which we can prove to be correct; we leave the discussion of some policies
to Section 6.
3. Distributed directory service
From a software engineering viewpoint, it is useful to separate the part of the
algorithm that maintains the agent’s location, from the one that deals with message
forwarding. In this section, we formalise the former one, which is a distributed direc-
tory service; the latter one, the message router, will be the object of the following
section. Separating the two algorithms is benecial, because there may be other algo-
rithms than the message router that may reuse the distributed directory service.
Following previous work [21], we formalise the algorithm by an abstract machine,
whose state space is displayed in Fig. 7. The presentation very closely follows our
encoding of the abstract machine in the proof assistant Coq [20].
S = fs0; s1; : : : ; snsg (Set of Sites)
M = agent :L!M j ack :L!M (Message)
j inform :LS!M
L = Z (Mobility Counter)
K = SS! Queue(M) (Message Queue)
LT = S!S (Location Table)
PT = S! Bool (Present Table)
MT = S!L (Mobility Counter Table)
AT = S!A (Acknowledgement Table)
A = negative :A j positive :SL!A (Acknowledgement Info)
C = LTPTMTATK (Conguration)
Characteristic variables:
s 2S; m 2M; k 2K; c 2 C
location T 2LT; present T 2 PT; mob T 2MT; ack T 2AT
Fig. 7. State space.
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Remark. The algorithm assumes that agents are referred to by their name; the role
of the directory service is to map an agent name to its location. For the sake of
modelling and proof simplicity, we formalise the algorithm for a single agent. It is
straightforward to generalise it to multiple agents; in the latter case, the algorithm
requires unique names to be allocated to agents: such names can easily be created by
nodes, combining a unique address and a local naming scheme.
A nite number of sites are involved in the abstract machine. The set of messages
exchanged between sites is dened by an inductive type; its three constructors are
named according to the messages presented in Section 2, namely agent, ack, inform,
with the message agent representing an agent in transit. Communication channels are
represented by queues 2 of messages between pairs of sites. We use the following
notations and operations on queues:
q; q1; : : : : denotes queues;
; : denotes the empty queue;
rst(q) : head of a non-empty-queue q;
q x fmg : queue q after adding a message m at its tail;
q1 x q2 : queue obtained after concatenating q1 and q2:
Each site maintains a table called the location table, which records where the site
believes the agent is located; the location table is represented as a function taking a
site and returning a site.
When the agent migrates, there is a period of time during which it is in transit, and
from the message router viewpoint, messages aimed at this agent must be stored away.
For this purpose, we introduce an extra table, the present table, that indicates whether
the agent is in transit. In our semantics, we shall preserve the following meaning for
location T and present T :
(1) If location T (s) = s0, with s 6= s0 then :present T (s).
(2) If location T (s) = s and present T (s), then the agent is on site s.
(3) If location T (s) = s and :present T (s), then the agent was on site s, but is now
in transit; site s is not yet aware of its new position.
We preserve the following implication: if present T (s), then location T (s) = s.
The algorithm associates the agent with a counter, called mobility counter, which
indicates the number of times the agent has migrated. A further table is introduced:
the mobility counter table; it is used in conjunction with the location table. The latter
maintains the location where the agent is thought to be, whereas the mobility counter
table contains the mobility counter the agent had at the time.
Finally, when the agent reaches a new destination, an acknowledgement message
has to be sent back to its previous location. It is convenient to decouple the agent’s
2 Our formalisation follows closely the one for a distributed reference counting algorithm [21], which
requires fo communication channels. We shall see later that the restriction on fo delivery may be lifted.
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Given a conguration hlocation T; present T; mob T; ack T; ki
{ mob T (s) :=V denotes hlocation T; present T; mob T 0; ack T; ki,
such that mob T 0(s) = V and mob T 0(s0) = mob T (s0); 8 s0 6= s.
{ a similar notation is used for other tables.
{ post(s1; s2; m) denotes hlocation T; present T; mob T; ack T; k 0i,
with k 0(s1; s2)= k(s1; s2)xfmg, and k 0(si; sj)= k(si; sj), 8(si; sj) 6=
(s1; s2).
{ receive(s1; s2) denotes hlocation T; present T; mob T; ack T; k 0i,
with k(s1; s2)= fmgxk 0(s1; s2), and k 0(si; sj)= k(si; sj), 8(si; sj) 6=
(s1; s2).
Fig. 8. Notation.
arrival from the acknowledgement sending, so that transitions that deal with incom-
ing messages are dierent from those that generate new messages. Consequently, we
introduce a further table, the acknowledgement table, which indicates if a site still
has to acknowledge the arrival of an agent.
A conguration of the distributed system is dened as a tuple, composed of a location
table, a present table, a mobility counter table, an acknowledgement table, and messages
queues. Following this denition, we can state that we have modelled an asynchronous
distributed system [14].
We use some notations such as post, receive or table updates, which give an
imperative look to the algorithm; their denitions appear in Fig. 8. The directory
service algorithm is itself encoded by transitions of the abstract machine, as dis-
played in Fig. 9. Transitions are dened as inductive types, whose constructors are
migrate agent, receive agent, ack agent, receive ack and receive ack2. Three
additional transitions are dened in Fig. 10 to reduce chains of forwarding pointers:
informt, receive inform, receive inform2. A transition function maps a conguration
c and a transition t to a new conguration c0, written c 7!tc0, where t is any of the
eight allowed transitions. In a concise form, Figs. 9 and 10 display the denitions of
the transitions and the transition function.
In each rule of Figs. 9 and 10, the conditions that appear to the left-hand side of an
arrow are guards that must be satised in order to perform the transition. The right-
hand side denotes the conguration that is reached after transition. We assume that the
guard evaluation and new conguration construction are performed atomically.
The rst transition of Fig. 9 is performed when an agent decides to migrate from
s1 to s2. The present table on s1 is set to false, and an agent message is posted
between s1 and s2, with a mobility counter given as the successor of the mobility
counter on s1. Note that s2, the destination of the agent, is only used to specify
which communication channel the agent message must be enqueued into. The site
s1 does not need to be communicated this information, nor does it have to remember
that site.
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Given a conguration hlocation T; present T; mob T; ack T; ki, ve basic transitions
are permitted:
migrate agent(s1; s2) :
s1 6= s2 ^ location T (s1) = s1 ^ present T (s1) ^ ack T (s1) = negative
! f present T (s1) := false
post(s1; s2; agent(mob T (s1) + 1)) g
receive agent(s1; s2; l) :
rst(k(s1; s2)) = agent(l)
! f receive(s1; s2)
location T (s2) := s2
present T (s2) := true
mob T (s2) := l
ack T (s2) := positive(s1; l) g
ack agent(s1; s2; l) :
ack T (s2) = positive(s1; l)
! f ack T (s2) := negative
post(s2; s1; ack(l)) g
receive ack(s2; s1; l) :
rst(k(s2; s1)) = ack(l) ^ l > mob T (s1)
! f receive(s2; s1)
mob T (s1) := l
location T (s1) := s2 g
receive ack2(s2; s1; l) :
rst(k(s2; s1)) = ack(l) ^ l6mob T (s1)
! f receive(s2; s1) g
Fig. 9. Transitions for the distributed directory service.
The second transition is concerned with s2 handling an incoming agent(l) message
from s1. Tables are updated to reect that s2 is becoming the new agent’s location,
with l its current mobility counter. In addition, the table ack T on s2 is updated,
since an acknowledgement has still to be sent back to s1, with the current mobility
counter l.
According to the third transition, if the content of an acknowledgement table is
positive(s1; l), an acknowledgement message ack(l) has to be sent to s1.
If a site s1 receives an acknowledgement message with a mobility counter l, two
cases are possible. If l is greater than the local mobility counter mob T (s1), then the
location and mobility counter tables may be updated. Otherwise, the acknowledgement
message is simply discarded, without updating any table.
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Given a conguration hlocation T; present T; mob T; ack T; ki, three optimising
transitions are permitted:
informt(s1; s2; s3) :
location T (s1) = s2 ^ s1 6= s3 ^ s2 6= s3
! f post(s1; s3; inform(mob T (s1); s2)) g
receive inform(s2; s1; s3; l) :
rst(k(s2; s1)) = inform(l; s3) ^ l > mob T (s1)
! f receive(s2; s1)
mob T (s1) := l
location T (s1) := s3 g
receive inform2(s2; s1; s3; l) :
rst(k(s2; s1)) = inform(l; s3) ^ l6mob T (s1)
! f receive(s2; s1) g
Fig. 10. Reducing chains of forwarding pointers.
According to the rst rule of Fig. 10, any site s1 may elect to communicate its
knowledge about the agent’s location to a third site s3. There is no need to inform
oneself or the agent’s location, hence the side-conditions s1 6= s3 and s2 6= s3. There is
a similarity in the handling of inform and ack messages: tables are updated if the
message timestamp is higher than the local mobility counter.
A guard deserves a further explanation: the acknowledgement table is required to be
negative before the transition migrate agent. Indeed, an agent is only allowed to leave
a site after the site has emitted an acknowledgement message to the previous agent
location, though the message does not have to be received before allowing migration.
This constraint simplies the algorithm and its proof because a site has to remember
at most one site to acknowledge (as opposed to an unbounded set of sites).
4. Message routing
We extend the abstract machine in order to dene the store-and-forward routing
algorithm. A new message constructor user creates messages to be routed to an agent
(Fig. 11). We use a bag in order to accumulate messages that must be delivered to an
agent in transit; it is sucient to use a bag, as opposed to a queue, as the algorithm
does not preserve message order.
Transitions for the message routing algorithm appear in Fig. 12. In order to route
messages to mobile agents, these transitions use the information provided by the dis-
tributed directory service, namely the contents of the location and present tables on
each site. The message router does not modify these tables, but simply reads their
contents.
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M = user : Content !M j : : : (Messages)
P = S! BagOf(M) (Pool of Messages)
C = LTPTMTATPK (Congurations)
Notation: pool T 2 P.
Fig. 11. Extended state space.
send user msg(s; content) :
! f pool T (s) := pool T (s) [ fuser(content)g g
deliver user msg(s; content) :
rst(pool T (s)) = user(content) ^ location T (s) = s ^ present T (s)
! f receive(pool T (s))
deliver(content) g
forward user msg(s1; s2; content) :
rst(pool T (s1)) = user(content) ^ location T (s1) = s2 ^ s1 6= s2
! f receive(pool T (s1))
post(s1; s2; user(content)) g
receive user msg(s1; s2; content) :
rst(k(s1; s2)) = user(content)
! f receive(k(s1; s2))
pool T (s1) := pool T (s1) [ fuser(content)g g
Fig. 12. Transitions for the message router.
The rst rule deals with the sending of a message to the mobile agent from a
site s. (In practice, such an action would be initiated by another agent, which requests
s to send the message on its behalf.) The message is simply added to the bag of user
messages to be processed on that site.
In the second rule, the directory service indicates that the agent is present on s. Any
message sitting in the pool of messages may be delivered directly to the agent.
If the agent is not present on a site s1, any user message waiting to be processed
on s1 may be forwarded to the agent’s location s2, as contained in the location table
of s1.
Finally, the fourth rule of Fig. 12 simply adds incoming user messages to the pool
of messages, which remain there until they become processed.
The initial conguration is dened as follows. We assume that the agent is known
to be at a given site origin with a mobility counter set to 0. Present tables are false
except for the origin site. Acknowledgement tables are all negative. Communication
queues and pools of messages are all initially empty. Formally, the initial conguration
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ci is dened by the tuple hlocation Ti; present Ti; mob Ti; ack Ti; pool Ti;Kii, where:
location Ti = s:origin ack Ti = s:negative
present Ti = s:s = origin pool Ti = s:;
mob Ti = s:0 Ki = s1s2:;:
A conguration c is said to be legal if there is a sequence of transitions t1; t2; : : : ; tn
such that c is reachable from the initial conguration:
ci 7!t1 c1 7!t2 c2 : : : 7!tn c:
5. Algorithm correctness
The purpose of this section is to establish the correctness of both algorithms. We
expect the distributed directory service to tell us where the mobile agent is currently lo-
cated, which is a form of safety property; we also expect this information to eventually
be updated as the agent migrates, which is a liveness property.
Similar properties are anticipated from the message router. We would expect mes-
sages to be routed in the agent’s direction and to be delivered eventually. The formal-
isation will have to rene this statement, as we cannot guarantee that messages can be
delivered to a runaway mobile agent; however, the property holds once the agent stops
migrating.
Section 5.1 investigates the correctness of the directory service, whereas Section 5.2
deals with the message router. The essence of the proof may be summarised as follows.
Forwarding pointers form a graph of sites. We establish that this graph has no cycle,
and is in fact a tree with a unique root: the site where the agent is. Therefore, the
routing information provided by forwarding pointers necessarily leads to the agent.
5.1. Directory service
The proof of the directory service has been developed using the proof assistant Coq;
it required approximately 11 000 lines of tactic invocation for the formalisation of the
algorithm and the derivation of its correctness. We use a library initially developed
for proving the correctness of a distributed reference counting algorithm [21]. In this
section, we present the key properties we established, and the proof details may be
found in [20]. First, we dene some concepts, which we use in the proof. When a
mobile agent is not in transit, we refer to the site currently hosting it as its host.
Denition 2 (Agent host). For any conguration c= hlocation T; present T; mob T;
ack T; ki, and for any site s, agent host(c; s) holds if location t(s)= s and
present T (s).
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We will establish that a given agent, at any time, may be in transit at most once.
We dene agent count(l; k) as the number of messages agent(l) in transit. We use
the symbol # to denote the cardinality of a set.
Denition 3 (Agent count). agent count(l; k)= #fagent(l)2 k(s1; s2), for any s1;
s2 2Sg.
A vital invariant states that an agent can be either located at a site or in tran-
sit. Furthermore, the mobility counter associated with the agent is greater than any
other instance of the counter in the system. Such a property is formally established in
Lemma 4, where a disjunction describes the two possible cases. For instance, the left-
hand disjunct considers the existence of a site s being the agent host. This agent host
is unique, and there is no instance of the agent in transit. In addition, any instance of a
mobility counter l1, such as in ack(l1), is smaller than the mobility counter mob T (s)
on s.
Lemma 4 (Located or migrating). For any conguration c= hlocation T; present T;
mob T; ack T; ki; such that ci 7! c:
f 9s2S j
( agent host(c; s)
^ 8si 2S; agent host(c; si)! s= si
^ 8s1; s2 2S;8l2Z; agent(l) =2 k(s1; s2)
^ 8s1; s2 2S;8l1 2Z; ack T (c; s1)= positive(s2; l1)! s1 = s
^ 8s1; s2 2S;8l1 2Z; ack T (c; s1)= positive(s2; l1);! l1 =mob T (c; s)
^ 8s1; s2 2S;8l1 2Z; ack(l1)2 k(s1; s2)! l16mob T (c; s)
^ 8si 2S; mob T (c; si)6mob T (c; s)
^ 8s1; s2; s3 2S;8l1 2Z; inform(l1; s3)2 k(s1; s2)! l16mob T (c; s) ) g
_
f 9(l; sa; sb)2 (Z SS) j
(agent(l)2 k(sa; sb)
^ agent count(l; k)= 1
^ 8li2Z; li 6= l! agent count(li; k)= 0
^ 8s2 2S; :agent host(c; s2)
^ 8s1 2S; ack T (c; s1)= negative
^ 8si 2S; mob T (c; si)<l
^ 8s1; s2 2S;8l1 2Z; ack(l1)2 k(s1; s2)! l1<l
^ 8s1; s2; s3 2S;8l1 2Z; inform(l1; s3)2 k(s1; s2)! l1<l ) g.
Proof. The proof appears in le invariant0.v [20] and proceeds by induction on
the legal transitions, and by a case analysis of the dierent transitions.
An essential aspect of the algorithm is to ensure that tables are not updated with
older information, in order to prevent the formation of cyclic routes. To this end, we
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designed rules receive ack and receive inform with a guard l>mob T (s1). As a result,
we can establish that a site mobility counter is never decreasing.
Lemma 5 (Non-decreasing counters). For any congurations c= hlocation T;
present T; mob T; ack T; ki and c0= hlocation T 0; present T 0; mob T 0; ack T 0; k 0i; such
that ci 7! c 7!t c0; for any site s: mob T (s)6mob T 0(s).
Proof. The proof appears in le invariant2.v and proceeds by induction on the
legal transitions, and by a case analysis of the dierent transitions.
We can regard the contents of the location table as a trail of forwarding pointers
that lead to the agent’s location. We can formally dene a relation between sites
that capture this notion of forwarding pointer. We say that s2 is the parent of s1, if
location T (s1)= s2. However, agent migration is not atomic: the location table of the
agent’s previous location is only updated after transitions ack agent and receive ack
are performed. Therefore, we dene a parent relation, which is stable when these
transitions are executed.
Denition 6 (Parent). For any conguration c= hlocation T; present T; mob T; ack T;
ki, for any sites s1; s2, parent(c; s1; s2) holds if:
location T (s1)= s2 ^ s1 6= s2 (1)
or 9l2Z , location T (s1)= s1 (2)
^ :present T (s1)
^ ack(l)2 k(s2; s1)
^ mob T (s1)= l− 1
or 9l2Z , location T (s1)= s1 (3)
^ :present T (s1)
^ ack T (s2)= positive(s1; l)
^ mob T (s1)= l− 1.
The second case of the denition considers an ack message in transit, while the third
case is about acknowledgement messages remaining to be sent.
As we follow forwarding pointers, we expect to get closer to the agent’s position.
This intuition is partially captured by the following lemma, which states that mobility
counters are increasing along edges of the parent relationship.
Lemma 7 (Increasing parent). For any conguration c=hlocation T; present T; mob T;
ack T; ki such that ci 7! c; for any sites s1; s2; if parent(c; s1; s2) holds; then:
mob T (s1)6mob T (s2).
Proof. The proof appears in le invariant3.v and proceeds by induction on the
legal transitions, and by a case analysis of the dierent transitions.
Knowing that the agent owns the highest mobility counter, we would like to prove
that there is a nite number of hops between any host and the agent. However,
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Lemma 7 is not as strong as we might have wished, because inequality is not strict.
Consequently, we still have to prove that the relationship parent denes a tree and not
a graph. Two steps are required to establish such a result. First, we can prove that a
site has at most one parent.
Lemma 8 (Unique parent). For any conguration c accessible from the inital con-
guration ci 7! c; for any sites s1; s2; s3 2S; if parent(c; s1; s2) and parent(c; s1; s3)
hold; then s2 = s3.
Proof. The proof appears in le invariant4.v and proceeds by induction on the
legal transitions, and by a case analysis of the dierent transitions.
Second, we can show that two sites, connected by an edge of the parent relationship,
and having the same mobility counter, have location tables with a very specic contents.
Lemma 9. For any conguration c= hlocation T; present T; mob T; ack T; ki; for any
site s1; s2; such that parent(c; s1; s2) and mob T (s1)=mob T (s2); then the following
equalities hold: location T (s1)= s2 and location T (s2)= s2.
Proof. In order to establish this result, we proceed by induction on the legal transitions,
and by a case analysis of the dierent transitions. Details appear in le invariant4.v.
It follows from Lemma 9 that if two sites s1; s2 connected by the parent relation
have the same mobility counter, then the agent is still located at s2, or if it is not
located at s2, no acknowledgement message has been received by s2 yet. Once the
acknowledgement message is received by s2, its mobility counter will increase. We
now have established all the properties required to prove that the parent relationship
does not create cycles. Let us dene ancestor as the transitive closure of parent. The
absence of cycles is stated as follows.
Lemma 10 (Absence of cycle). For any conguration c accessible from the ini-
tal conguration ci 7! c; for any sites s1; s2 2S; if ancestor(c; s1; s2) holds; then
parent(c; s2; s1) does not hold.
Proof. Proof details can be found in le invariant5.v.
The absence of cycles is not sucient to guarantee the algorithm safety. Indeed,
we want to make sure that forwarding pointers do lead to the agent’s location. We
formally dene the terminal site as the agent host if the agent is not in transit, or its
previous site if the agent is in transit.
Denition 11 (Terminal site). For any conguration c, the terminal site, written
terminal site(c), is a site s such that agent host(c; s) holds if the agent is not in
transit; or such that there exists a message agent(l) in a message queue from s.
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We can establish that the parent relationship is well founded. Therefore, it is possible
to construct by a xed point, a function that associates any site with a site without
parent, which can be proved to be the terminal site. As a result, this guarantees that,
from any site, forwarding pointers lead to the unique terminal site.
In order to show that parent is a well-founded relation, we need to prove that there
is a measure that strictly decreases along edges of the relation. Intuitively, for a site
s, this measure can be dened as the dierence between the mobility counters of the
terminal site and s. Lemma 7 has however established that mobility counters are not
strictly increasing; therefore, we have to consider the existence of acknowledgement
messages in transit. Such a measure appears in Denition 12.
Denition 12 (Hops). For any conguration c= hlocation T; present T; mob T; ack T;
ki, for any site s, the measure Hops(c; s) is dened as follows:
 If there exists s2 2S, such that parent(c; s; s2) holds, then:
 If location T (s)= s2, Hops(c; s)=mob T (terminal site(c))− mob T (s) + 1.
 If location T (s) 6= s2, Hops(c; s)=mob T (terminal site(c))− mob T (s).
 Otherwise: Hops(c; s)= 0.
If the mobile agent was never coming back to a previous location, and if inform
messages were never sent, the measure Hops would exactly be the number of hops
required to reach a mobile agent. In reality, this measure is a maximal bound on the
number of hops. We can prove that this measure is strictly decreasing:
Lemma 13 (Strictly decreasing). For any conguration c; for any sites s1; s2 2S; if
parent(c; s1; s2) holds then: Hops(c; s2)<Hops(c; s1).
Proof. We proceed by a case analysis of the hypothesis parent(c; s1; s2). Details of
the proof can be found in le invariant6.v.
Since we can decide whether a site s has a parent or not, and since we have dened
a measure that is strictly decreasing (Lemma 13), we can prove that the relation parent
is well-founded, and that we can construct a function that associates any site with a
site without any parent.
Lemma 14. There exists a function root that associates any site with a site without
parent. Formally; there exists a function root :S!S; such that for any s2S; there
is no si 2S such that parent(c; root(s); si).
Proof. The proof, which can be found in le invariant6.v, relies on Coq predened
notion of well-founded relation, and the ability to dene a function over a well-founded
relation by a xed point.
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Now, it remains to prove that the site without successor is unique, and is actually
equal to the terminal site of a conguration. Uniqueness is derived by the following
lemma, which states that there is only one site without parent.
Lemma 15 (Unique orphan). For any legal conguration c; 8s1; s3 2S; if there is no
s2 2S; such that parent(c; s1; s2); and if there is no s4 2S; such that parent(c; s3; s4);
then s1 = s3.
Proof. The proof appears in le invariant6.v and proceeds by induction on the
legal transitions, and by a case analysis of the dierent transitions.
We can therefore derive the safety property:
Theorem 16 (Safety). For any conguration c; from any site; the parent relationship
leads to the terminal site of c.
Proof. We can prove that the terminal site has no parent, and using Lemma 15, we
conclude that it is equal to the value of the root function for any site s (Lemma 14).
Details of the proof appear in le invariant6.v.
The parent relationship can only be decided by examining the whole distributed
system; it is not convenient to implement, because it requires us to know if there are
ack messages in transit, or if some acknowledgement tables are not negative. However,
once acknowledgement messages have been processed, the parent relationship is given
by the contents of the location table. Therefore, the algorithm will be implementable,
only if it has the liveness property, which ensures that location tables get updated to
reect the parent relationship.
First, we establish that a nite amount of transitions can be performed from any
legal conguration, if we prevent the agent from migrating and new inform messages
from being sent. For this purpose, we can dene a measure that is a function of the
number of messages in transit and the contents of acknowledgement tables.
Denition 17 (Conguration measure). Let us consider a conguration c=hlocation T;
present T; mob T; ack T; ki. The measure of conguration c, written as jcj; is dened
as follows:
jcj= #(ack(l) 2 k(si; sj); 8si; sj)
+ #(inform(l; s)2 k(si; sj); 8si; sj)
+ 2 #(s j ack T (s) 6= negative)
+ 3 #(agent(l)2 k(si; sj); 8si; sj):
Lemma 18 (Decreasing measure). For any congurations c; c0; for any transition t
dierent from informt and migrate agent; such that c 7!t c0; jcj>jc0j.
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Proof. The proof is by case analysis on the possible transitions. The only transition
to create a new message is ack agent, which still decreases the measure as it dimin-
ishes the number of nonnegative acknowledgement tables. Details are found in le
invariant7.v.
Consequently, we can derive the termination of the algorithm.
Theorem 19 (Termination). For any legal conguration; all transition paths that do
not involve informt and migrate agent transitions terminate.
Proof. We can again dene a well-founded relation based on the transition relation. On
that domain, we can construct by xed point a function that associates any conguration
to a conguration without successor (cf. le invariant7.v).
We can also prove that, if there is a message which is the rst of a queue of
messages, there exists a transition of the abstract machine that consumes that message.
Consequently, if we assume that message delivery, machine transitions, and sending
of inform messages are fair, then location tables will eventually be updated, which
proves the liveness of the algorithm.
We have modelled communication channels by message queues. We can show that
message order is not a requirement of the algorithm, by introducing an extra rule that
rearranges message order in a queue; we have established that such a rule preserves
the safety property (proof details may be found at [20]).
out of order(s1; s2; m; q1; q2; q3; q4) :
k(s1; s2)= q1 x fmg x q2 ^ q1xq2 = q3xq4
! f k(s1; s2) := q3 x fmg x q4 g
5.2. Message router
The safety of the message router is an immediate consequence of the safety of the
directory service: indeed, according to rule deliver user msg, user messages are only
delivered to an agent on the agent host, known to be the only location where the agent
is, when it is not in transit.
It remains to establish the liveness property of the message router, according to
which any user message is eventually delivered. As previously indicated, this property
is too strong, because messages cannot be delivered to a runaway agent, i.e. an agent
that migrates as quickly as messages are forwarded. Indeed, we establish that, once the
agent has become stationary, if no new user or inform messages are sent, it takes a
nite number of transitions to deliver all user messages. We update Denition 17 in
order to take user messages into account.
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Denition 20 (Conguration measure 2). Let us consider a conguration c=hlocation T;
present T; mob T; ack T; k; pool T i. The measure of conguration c, written as jcju, is
dened as follows.
jcju = jcj+
P
si ;sj
(2Hops(c; sj) + 1; if user(content) 2 k(si; sj))
+
P
si
(2Hops(c; si); if user(content) 2 pool T (si))
In Denition 20, the weight of a message in transit to a site sj is one plus the weight
it would have if it was in the pool of messages of sj. The weight of a message in a
pool is twice the value of the function Hops for the site. The measure is such that any
transition related to a user message decreases the overall measure strictly.
Lemma 21 (Decreasing measure 2). For any congurations c; c0; for any transition t
dierent from informt; migrate agent; send user msg; such that c 7!t c0; jcju>jc0ju.
Proof. We extend Lemma 18 by proceeding by a case analysis of the possible transi-
tions of Fig. 12.
Following the same argument as in the previous section, we can derive the termina-
tion of the algorithm.
Theorem 22 (Termination 2). For any legal conguration; all transition paths that
do not involve informt; migrate agent; and send user msg transitions terminate.
Proof. The proof technique is the same as the one used for Theorem 19.
It is also true that if there is a user message that is the rst message in a queue, there
exists a transition, namely receive user msg, which consumes that message. Since the
directory service has the liveness property, a site will eventually become the agent’s
host or a forwarder; therefore, any user message in a pool T , will be either delivered
to a local agent or forwarded to another location. Consequently, if we assume that
message delivery, transitions, sending of inform messages, and the directory service
are fair, then all user messages will eventually be processed, which gives us the liveness
property.
6. Discussion and related work
The initial conguration of the algorithm requires each site to know where a mobile
agent was created. While such a condition is acceptable for a theoretical algorithm,
some ingenuity is required to make it practical. A centralised solution would involve
a yellow page service that would remember where agents are created. A distributed
version could embed the creation site of an agent in its name: the agent’s name would
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automatically provide a default routing information. In addition, sites do not need to
know about all agents by default; routing tables may be built incrementally when
references to agents are exchanged or when agents migrate.
If our algorithm was used on an Internet scale, we would have to provide a mecha-
nism for clearing routing tables in order to avoid their overow. Two mechanisms are
worth investigating: time-outs and reference counting: (i) After a specied timeout, a
site could clear its unused entries. Unfortunately, the site would be unable to route
messages that are still in transit. In fact, we would be in a situation that is similar to
a site failure, which we discuss below. (ii) Another solution is based on the obser-
vation that clearing routing tables is equivalent to the distributed termination problem
[28]. A site is allowed to clear its entries if it can prove that no other site will ever
again forward information to it. This may be implemented using a distributed reference
counting algorithm [19,21,27,28] once the distributed reference counter becomes null,
the entry may be removed.
Shapiro et al. [27] present an algorithm for garbage collecting mobile objects. We
have identied three dierent tasks required for that activity: distributed reference count-
ing, distributed directory service, and message routing. Like Shapiro, we have designed
our algorithms to reduce chains of dependencies: we want to investigate their interac-
tion further, and in particular we wish to study how reference counters can be made
mobile. Shapiro’s algorithm was further extended to support communication with a
current support station in wireless communications [3].
We began investigating how a distributed state, such as the one resulting from a
distributed garbage collector, could be made resilient to hosts disconnections. At rst,
we consider graceful disconnections and not failures [26] sites that wish to disconnect
have to cooperate with other sites, so as to migrate objects that are located on them,
using a mobility protocol as the one described in this paper.
This naturally brings us to the topic of tolerance to failure. Dierent failures may
occur in the context of mobile agents. Communication failure may result in the loss
of messages or in the loss of an agent in transit. Failure of a site may account for the
loss of the agents it is hosting, or the loss of routing information. Transport protocols
may be used to ensure reliable message communications. Mishra et al. [18] describe a
watchdog mechanism responsible for ensuring the successful migration of an agent to
a new site, and for recovering an agent in case of a site failure. Therefore, it remains
to address the failure of an intermediate site: a solution to this problem has to oer
alternate routes to messages that would have normally been routed to the site that
failed.
We are currently investigating the use of inform messages for duplicating routing
information. The idea of this approach is to propagate the new location of an agent
to the n previous dierent sites it visited; this would ensure that, at any time, several
routes to an agent would be known.
Inform messages are critical in the algorithm to reduce chains of forwarding pointers:
they may reduce communications cost and inter-sites dependencies. The ideal strategy to
send these messages is dependent on the type of distributed system and the application
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using mobile agents. A range of solutions is possible and two extremes of the spectrum
are easily identiable. In a lazy strategy, the recipient of a message informs the emitter,
when the recipient observes that the emitter has out-of-date routing information. In such
a strategy, tables are only updated when user messages are sent. In an eager strategy,
every time a mobile agent migrates, the new destination broadcasts the new agent
position to all others sites; such a solution is clearly not acceptable for the Internet.
Other solutions within that spectrum are possible, such as back propagating inform
messages along the opposite route taken by a user message.
An important motivation for mobility [6] is the presence of rewalls that prevent
direct communications to resources from outside the domain they protect. In order to
circumvent that problem, mobile agents typically have to migrate to a specic host, a
\domain entry point", where security checks [24] may be run; if checks are success-
ful, the mobile agent is granted the right to migrate inside the domain protected by
the rewall. Our algorithm may still be used in the presence of rewalls: it is able
to route messages through a rewall, if accepted by its security policy. Indeed, the
\domain entry point" can also maintain routing tables and implement our algorithm.
It will act as a message router from one side of the rewall to the other. Inform
messages can still be propagated, but not across the rewall; their eect will be to
reduce chains of forwarding pointers on either side of the \domain entry point". A
similar mechanism, called gateway, is used by Baggio and Piumarta [3] in wireless
communications.
There exist many mobile agent systems as indicated by the following www site
[11]. APRIL provides a uniform mechanism to communicate with mobile agents, using
a store-and-forward communication model for xed and mobile agents. Mobile agents
are identied by globally unique names, containing the location where an agent is
created, and further routing information, such as the latest visited site and home agent.
By default, communication is attempted with the latest known agent’s location; if it
fails, the communication is established with the home base, which forwards messages
to the agent. This communication model is lower level than our proposed algorithm
because it is the programmer’s responsibility to maintain the latest known position of
an agent, and suitable routing information in their name.
Nomadic Pict [32] also has some transparent routing, dened by converting location-
independent primitives into a core calculus with explicit locations; the presented
algorithm uses a xed server.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented two algorithms that can be used in the infrastructure
necessary to support mobile agents: a distributed directory service tracks mobile agents’
locations, and a message router transparently routes messages to mobile agents. A key
aspect in the design of both algorithms is the absence of any xed resource, which
makes the algorithm suitable for massively distributed systems, such as the amorphous
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computer or the ubiquitous=pervasive computing environment. The safety and liveness
of both algorithms were established, and encoded in the proof assistant Coq.
Several research topics derived from this paper are being investigated. These
algorithms are currently being implemented as part of a distributed agent infrastruc-
ture [22]; we intend to integrate them with our model of distributed resources [23].
We also wish to evaluate the performance of the algorithms using a simulator for the
amorphous computer [2]. Finally, we plan to investigate how inform messages could
systematically be used to duplicate routing information, so as to provide fault-tolerant
versions of these algorithms.
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